The French engineering company CLEIA, newly associated with its Belgian partner CERATEC, has finalized the acquisition of CERIC Technologies. This strategic consolidation of the engineering sector for industrial building materials, confirms CLEIA as a world leader for the supply of turnkey plants.

CERIC is a recognized brand in the fields of heavy clay. His pioneering technologies are known to have greatly contributed to the development of clay products in the world.

CERIC’s long standing subsidiary for raw material processing machines, has also been taken over, in partnership with BMI Group to take advantage of their vast servicing experience.

Synergies developed from this takeover will allow CLEIA to expand its offering in the domestic and international markets in order to fully satisfy its customers and prospects.
will ensure the continuity of CERIC:

For all Service activities and the entire industrial process:

- Dryers
- Kilns and Kiln Cars
- Automatic Handling Equipment
- Industrial Scada

With **strong development model**, and **major innovations**, CLEIA now includes a set of skills and **unique expertise** in the profession.

With over 50 years of industrial experience, subsidiaries closer to its markets in Europe and North Africa, **CLEIA totalling an installed base of more than 600 references worldwide.**

**CLEIA** is an engineering company specialised in turn-key solutions for heavy clay building material manufacturer - brick and roof tile plants - and ceramic industries.
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**PELERIN** will continue to offer its entire range:

For new projects or modernization, and for wear and spare parts.